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ABSTRACT
User agent (UA) strings transmitted during HTTP transactions
convey client system configuration details to ensure that content
returned by a server is appropriate for the requesting host. As
such, analysis of UA strings and their structure offers a unique perspective on active client systems in the Internet and when tracked
longitudinally, offers a perspective on the nature of system and
configuration dynamics. In this paper, we describe our study of
UA string characteristics. Our work is based on analyzing a unique
corpus of over 1B UA strings collected over a period of 2 years by
comScore. We begin by analyzing the general characteristics of
UA strings, focusing on the most prevalent strings and dynamic
behaviors. We identify the top 10 most popular User Agents, which
account for 26% of total daily volume. These strings describe the
expected instances of popular platforms such as Microsoft, Apple
and Google. We then report on the characteristics of low-volume
UA strings, which has important implications for unique device
identification. We show that this class of user agent generates the
overwhelming majority of traffic, with between 2M and 10M instances observed each day. We show that the distribution of UA
strings has temporal dependence and we show the distribution
measured depends on the type of content served. Finally, we report
on two large-scale UA anomalies characterized by web browsers
sending false and misleading UAs in their web requests.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems → Web log analysis; Traffic analysis;
Data mining; • Software and its engineering → Context specific
languages;
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1

INTRODUCTION

The diversity of client system configurations (defined in terms of
hardware, operating system and applications that access content)
in the Internet presents significant challenges for application and
content service providers. The key challenge is that content must
be delivered in formats that are specifically designed for different
types of clients in order to provide the best user experience. Content providers often have complex regression test environments
to ensure their pages render and behave correctly on different platforms [9, 20]. However, the primary mechanism for ensuring that
content is delivered in the optimal format is the user agent string
(UA), which is transmitted by clients as part of a request for content.
UAs are used by a variety of Internet applications (e.g., web,
crawlers, mobile apps, etc.) for content negotiation, but we restrict
our focus in this paper to their use in the web1 . The basic format
for a web UA is “one or more product identifiers, each followed by
zero or more comments” in a format like product[/version] [22].
The intent of the UA is to provide sufficient detail about a client
system to enable a server to transmit content in the appropriate
format and for debugging interoperability problems [18, 22]. As has
been observed in prior studies (e.g., [11]), however, UAs themselves
are a compelling source of information about client systems in the
Internet writ large.
In this paper, we describe our study of UA characteristics. The
goal of our work is to provide a new perspective on UAs that will be
useful for content service providers and other entities that utilize
UAs, to provide a perspective to the research community on Internet client diversity and dynamics, and to provide a perspective that
can inform other potential uses of UAs such as client fingerprinting [11, 12]. Our work is based on analyzing a unique corpus of
over 1B UA strings collected over a period of 2 years by comScore2 .
Data collection at comScore is enabled by the placement of tags
on partner web pages that are activated when clients access those
pages. Prior studies (e.g. [8]) have found that comScore tags are
among the most prevalent third-party tag deployments across the
Internet. UAs are captured by comScore servers on tag activation.
1 Technically,

applications such as web browsers are the user agents. In this paper, our
use of the term UA refers to user agent strings transmitted by web browsers.
2 We plan to make a subset of this data available to the community on publication.
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To conduct our study, we built a UA processing and analysis infrastructure. Similar to other studies of large data sets, our processing infrastructure is primarily Hadoop-based. The unique aspect of
our work includes developing a UA parsing capability that is robust
to both standard measurement errors (corrupted characters, etc.)
and non-standard UA formats. Categorization and volume counts of
historical UAs relied on an archive of UA descriptors that comScore
maintains.
Our analysis begins by considering the basic characteristics of
our UA data from both time-series and entropy-based perspectives.
We find that UAs collected for our study exhibit variability on
multiple time scales. On daily time scales, our analysis indicates
how users shift between devices over the course of a day, and
between weekdays and the weekend. On longer timescales, we see
clear indications of occasional hardware and software updates. The
entropy-based representation provides a characterwise measure of
the diversity within the space of UA strings over time. Based on
this representation, we find that there is structure within the space
of strings and show that changes within the UAs distribution tend
to be step-wise, not smooth.
The next step in our analysis considers characteristics of both
high- and low-volume strings. We find that the most prevalent UAs
comprise only 26% of all traffic. We also find that the rank-frequency
distribution of UAs exhibits a power-law-like structure. Finally, we
observe O(1M) unique UAs on a daily basis. We describe sources
of diversity within the UA space and show that the prevalance
of mobile browser apps and developer error are also contributing
factors.
The final aspect of our analysis considers anomalous characteristics of strings. We report on two instances where high-volume
UA strings are inaccurate or unexpected in significant ways. For
example, we find evidence of various anomalous events in our data
including spurious appearances of a large volume (O(100M)/day) of
outdated UAs, which we diagnose as a software misconfiguration.
In summary, the primary contribution of this paper is in characterizing UA strings. Our results on multiscale UA dynamics have
implications for content providers. Our result on the power lawlike UA prevalence combined with our results showing that many
factors have an impact on the distribution of UAs suggests that
simple, UA-based device fingerprinting methods are unlikely to be
effective. Finally, our results regarding unwanted behaviors support
the notion of efforts related to identifying invalid traffic based on
UAs [10]. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to
consider UA characteristics broadly.

2

DATA

The data we analyze has been collected by comScore, an Internet
measurement company who partners with publishers, brands, ad
networks and others for the purpose of reporting on online audience behaviors. comScore acquires its data by providing each of its
partners with a block of customized JavaScript code. Each partner
then embeds this code within the content it serves. For example, if
the partner is a publisher, the publisher deploys comScore’s code on
each of its web pages. If the partner is a brand running an ad campaign, the code is delivered alongside the ad campaign’s creative
content (e.g. an image with an embeded link).
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When executed by a web browser, this code instructs the browser
to make an HTTP request to comScore’s measurement domain
which, in turn, logs each request. The data comScore collects includes the cookie, referrer, UA, a timestamp, and other information
pertinent to comScore’s business. comScore has clear and strict
guidelines concerning the use and the protection of personallyidentifiable information.
The daily volume of HTTP requests ingested by comScore is
O(50B). Since its mission concerns reporting about online behaviors,
comScore also maintains several repositories of high-level historical information about the traffic it observes. These repositories
include high-level summary information about UAs. comScore also
maintains a code-base that categorizes user agents by manufacturer,
device type, browser type and so on.
Our data processing systems are a hybrid combination of Apache
Hadoop MapReduce tasks and Greenplum (a variant of Postgres)
SQL queries.

3

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

A fundamental task of web log analysis is the generation of aggregated statistics over browser, device type and operating system.
Typically such statistics are derived from the UA. To help in this
effort, the HTTP standard describes general features about the
structure and information that belongs within the UA string [22,
§5.5.3]. Despite this recommendation, we report below that the
space of user agents within a typical web log are, in fact, a looselystructured, very dynamic and extremely diverse set of strings. In
short, using the UA as the basis for web traffic categorization is a
complex endeavor.
In this section, we focus our discussion around four challenges
faced by processes that categorize UAs: coverage of the space, effective partitioning of the space, validation of the categorization
process itself, and coping with the constant evolution of browsers,
device types and to a lesser extent, operating systems.
We begin by describing the problem of covering the space. A
consistent feature that we observe, and which we discuss in the
next section is that the rank-frequency distribution of UA strings
exhibits a power law-like structure. As a consequence, the majority
of web requests have UA strings that are unpopular. This rare-istypical phenomenon means that in order to accurately describe basic
features of Internet traffic, one must have an accurate description of
rarely-seen user agent strings. On a typical day, comScore servers
observe O(1M) distinct UA strings.
To expose some of complexity of proper categorization, we drill
down on two user agent strings that each generated about 30M
records on May 10, 2017. By volume, both ranked among the top
200 overall. The first belongs to a device that runs the Android
operating system:
Dalvik/2.1.0 (Linux; U; Android 5.1; F100A Build/LMY47D)

This User Agent’s device type is reported as F100A. Categorizing
this device as a phone, tablet, game console or by its manufacturer,
however, is simply not possible without an external reference that
can supply this information. (We believe it represents a Forsa F100
model.)
Next, the most common Facebook Mobile App user agent observed on May 10 was:
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Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_3_1 like Mac OS X)\
AppleWebKit/603.1.30 (KHTML, like Gecko)\
Mobile/14E304 [FBAN/FBIOS;FBAV/91.0.0.41.73;\
FBBV/57050710;FBDV/iPhone8,1;FBMD/iPhone;\
FBSN/iOS;FBSV/10.3.1;FBSS/2;FBCR/Verizon;\
FBID/phone;FBLC/en_US;FBOP/5;FBRV/0]

This string has over 250 characters and is rich with information. Its
internal structure is likewise complex: to delimit internal fields, the
string relies on underscores, commas, dots, semicolons, whitespace,
slashes and pairs of brackets and parentheses. This complexity
implies that pattern-based categorization algorithms that attempt
to parse this string must also be complex. Finally, we note that
although this UA is very detailed, it is also very popular. Thus, long
and detailed user agents do not equate to enhanced user identifiability.
Next, we turn to the partitioning problem. An accurate partitioning of the UA space must distinguish UAs that are close in edit
distance to each other. The issue can be illustrated using Microsoft
Edge’s user agent:
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0)\
AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) \
Chrome/42.0.2311.135 Safari/537.36 Edge/12.10136

This string agrees with Google Chrome’s user agent up to the suffix,
Edge/12.10136. Despite Edge and Chrome having distinct codebases and histories, they are surprisingly close to each other in the
user agent space.
This observation shows that ad-hoc rules are a necessary component of UA categorization, which generally confounds validation
of the categorization process. More generally, the requirement for
ad-hoc rules implies that accurate partitioning is an intrinsically
complex task. As further evidence of this, we note that the internal
ruleset used by comScore is several thousand lines long. Publicly
visible evidence of this complexity can be found in various online
resources, e.g., see [2, 3, 5, 6].
Some portions of the UA string tend to be more diverse than
others, and these regions of diversity are evidence of structure. To
expose this structure, and to isolate features that exist in time, we
introduce a representation of the UA space that we call a character
entropy matrix. Two examples of this representation appear in
Figure 1. Each row of the character entropy matrix summarizes
one day of data. Within each row, the jth column displays the
empirical entropy of the jth character of UAs observed on that day.
For an intuitive sense of what is being represented by the matrix,
the first several characters of many user agents are either Mozilla
or Dalvik. Thus, the first few columns of the character entropy
matrix have low entropy as indicated by the red stripe along the
extreme left sides of each image. More generally, this representation
can identify regions within any population of UAs that are either
unusually diverse or uniform. The utility of this matrix is that it
effectively quantifies diversity in both space (i.e. by character) and
in time with a simple and comprehensible algorithm.
The dynamic nature of the UA space means that generating
Internet traffic with a realistic profile of UA’s is challenging. As was
shown in [25], the Athena botnet administrative portal provides
functionality that allows the controller to customize the distribution
of user agents used by the botnet. A feature common to traffic that
is generated by malware is that it has a distribution of UAs that is

Figure 1: The character entropy matrices are displayed for
Android and iOS UAs. The data shown spans 16 months, January 1 2016 corresponds to row 0. The vertical strip of low
entropy on the left of each image is the result of many UAs
starting with either Mozilla or Dalvik. For a sense of scale,
this image summarizes several trillion web requests.

skewed towards either out-dated browsers or has subfields within
the user agent list populated with a limited set of strings. However,
in the next section we show that outdated browser versions and
inconsistent information within the UA string are, in fact, common
and benign features of traffic. Consequently, detection of malicious
activity cannot rely entirely on these attributes.

4

DETAILED RESULTS

In this section, we present details of our UA analysis, including characteristics over time, prevalence of different strings, and analysis
of anomalous UAs.

4.1

Analysis of the UA distribution in time

The population of UAs changes over time in two distinct ways. First,
the continual introduction of new devices, browsers, and version
updates implies that the set of UAs increases over time. Meanwhile,
old devices and obsolete browsers fall into disuse and eventually
vanish from the active population. We quantify this churn over
time with the following analysis. We cast the top 10k UAs seen
each Wednesday as a set3 . We then measure the Jaccard similarity
of sets belonging to consecutive Wednesdays to create a time series.
Figure 2 shows the resulting time series that spans 70 consecutive
weeks starting January 2016. We evaluate the total variation of the
time series to quantify the stability of the Jaccard similarity metric.
The total variation of the 10 most prevalent UAs is large while
the total variation of the top 1000 is a local minimum. This suggests
the following heuristic: from week-to-week, the top 1000 UAs have
Jaccard similarity of about 0.7. The set of top 10 and 100 UAs varies
more widely from week to week, which can be explained as follows.
Each week, several spots among the top 10 UAs are occupied by
variants of the Chrome UA. Chrome has a frequent update cycle
and its default configuration aggressively updates itself. Whenever
a new version of Chrome is released, the spots occupied by Chrome
3 Traffic

volume during a typical week is maximal on Wednesdays.
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at the top are replaced with newer versions, and the top browsers
fall out of favor.
Android devices generate a large fraction of Internet traffic and
the Android space is very diverse. Yet the Android space does
not contribute much to the overall churn of the top 100 UAs. Our
explanation is that since the Android space is so fragmented, few
individual Android UAs accumulate enough volume to be among
the top 100 yet they occupy many positions in higher aggregates.

Figure 2: We quantify the churn of the UA population by
casting the top UAs seen each Wednesday as a set and measuring the Jaccard similarity of consecutive Wednesdays.
The resulting timeseries for the top 10, 100, 1k and 10k UAs
spanning 70 weeks starting January 2016 are shown above.
The total variation of these timeseries has a local minimum
at 1000 which supports the heuristic that week-over-week
Jaccard similarity of the top 1000 UAs is about 0.7.
The second way that the UA distribution changes over time is
due to the fact that user habits throughout the day and week are
not uniform. Figure 3 is based on publisher traffic and it splits the
traffic into several broad categories. The weekly view (top plot)
shows data acquired in Sept 2015 while the hourly view (bottom
plot) spans 48 hours starting on Wednesday May 10, 2017. The
proportion of iPhone traffic varies dramatically, rising from 7% on
Monday to 27% on Sunday. The hourly time series shows iPhone
traffic doubling from about 7% at 8:00UTC to 14% at 23:00UTC. This
supports the notion that evening and weekend browsing habits
differ from mid-week workday habits. It also suggests that one’s
susceptibility to being identified based solely on browser attributes
depends on the time-of-day and day-of-week.
We find that an accurate view of the distribution of UAs is not a
simple function of scale or reach but also a function of the role one
has on the Internet. As mentioned earlier, comScore measures traffic that is associated with publishers, advertisers and ad networks.
Each data type provides a distinct perspective on the Internet. Collectively, each group sees a broad swath of Internet traffic with
typical daily volume between 5B and 20B records.
Using this set of data, we try to answer the question, What
was the most common browser? To simplify the results, we limit
our focus to Microsoft Edge’s rank by volume within each class.
Microsoft Edge is consistently among the 10 most popular browser
versions and, in contrast to Chrome and Firefox, its version history

Figure 3: The browser distribution depends on day and time.
This is visible in the above time series that show data spanning one week in Sept 2015 (top) and the 48-hours starting on
May 10, 2017 (bottom). The fraction of iPhone traffic on the
weekend shown was nearly four times larger than it was on
weekdays. The hourly view shows that iPhone traffic varied
between 9% (May 10 08:00UTC) and 18% (May 11 02:00UTC).
does not fragment over version updates. The data for this report
was observed on May 10, 2017.
Microsoft Edge was the the top-ranked UA within ad campaign
data with over 300M records. Within Publisher data, Edge had
the 6th largest volume with 400M records while within Ad Net
data, Edge ranks 8th overall with 80M records. This shows that
the UA distribution is not stable across data type—even when the
measurements have both scale and reach.
To elaborate on this point, a web server that delivers billions
of advertisements may be serving mostly to mobile apps. Social
media companies such as Facebook and Twitter have dedicated apps
that influence users’ behavior. Ad block usage may correlate with
browser choice. Even comparisons across similar publishers can be
skewed by current events, content type and audience demographics.
To summarize, answering a straightforward question about browser
dominance does not have a straightforward answer. Additionally,
this question cannot be adequately addressed simply by aggregating
over more data having wider reach.

4.2

Analysis of UA prevalence

A current list of the most prevalent UAs are shown in Table 1.
Broadly speaking, this list is stable over time and includes Microsoft Edge, Microsoft Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, iPhone
Safari and Firefox. Notably absent from this list is Android, despite
Android devices having a larger market share than iPhone. In fact,
the top Android-based UA ranks 48th overall. The cause of this
discrepancy is fragmentation of the Android market: each manufacturer’s device generates a distinct user agent. There is also a great
amount of churn in this list: the top Chrome UA from early April
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ranks 74th in mid May. This is due to aggressive version updates
for that browser.
Every UA categorization method faces the problem of describing
enough of the UA space so that it applies to an acceptably large
fraction of Internet traffic. We call this the coverage problem. The
challenge that this presents is visible in Figure 4. This figure is
based on web log data acquired on the second Wednesdays of
Feb, Mar, Apr and May 2017. For each of these Wednesdays, every
UA is plotted against its total daily volume and the set of UAs
is then ordered by volume. The resulting line closely follows a
power-law rule, which is a signature of fat-tailed (i.e. rare-is-typical)
populations.
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XML-formatted file maintained by Microsoft that essentially contains domain-UA pairs. The purpose of this file is to alter the behavior of Microsoft’s browsers based on the domain being visited. We
first became aware of this list while reviewing an alert raised by an
internal traffic quality monitor that was built to identify anomalies
within the distribution of user agents.
The compatibility view list is updated monthly. Its contents
includes a wide variety of publishers, government web sites, and
financial companies. As of this writing, the current XML file for
Edge4 includes about 1600 domains.
For example, the current Internet Explorer list5 shows that when
visiting the financial site, chase.com, the browser should use the
Firefox 22 token, which is represented in the file as:
Mozilla/5.0 ($PLATFORM; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0)\
like Gecko/20100101 Firefox/22.0

This UA contains the Microsoft-specific token Trident but also
contains an out-dated version of Firefox.
The second anomalous instance concerns a dramatic shift within
the UA space that occurred during 2015. In April of that year, the
daily volume of the following Android UAs suddenly increased
from O(10) records per day to O(100M) records per day:
Figure 4: The daily distribution of user agents is well approximated as a power law distribution. This figure displays four
such examples, based on on data acquired during the second
Wednesday of Feb, Mar, Apr and May 2017. The top 10 user
agents comprise about 26% of total volume. The remainder
consists of O(1M) user agents and this portion contributes
about 74% of total daily volume. This illustrates the covering
problem that is faced by user agent categorization processes.
For each of these days, the top 10 user agents comprised approximately 26% of total daily volume while the remaining set of
user agents (a set of size O(1M)) generates the other 74% of traffic. Effective coverage of the space means that one has accurate
descriptions for examples within the long tail. Since the number
of distinct examples within the tail is large, accurate and complete
categorization is a complex endeavor.
As already mentioned, one source of this diversity includes
browser version updates. Another source of UA diversity comes
from fragmentation within the mobile sphere. A third source is the
combination of mobile device names with in-app browsers. On May
10, over 1.5M Android UAs that had more than 100 records issued
requests to comScore’s servers. Of these, about 500K appear to be
related to the Facebook app.
To summarize, validation of UA categorization methods is too
large a task for manual review to be effective. Also, there does not
appear to be a natural threshold below which low-volume UA’s
may be disregarded.

4.3

Analysis of anomalous UA’s

We now report on two instances where the UA is configured to inaccurately represent the web browser. Each instance was associated
with over O(100M) requests per day.
The first concerns a feature of Microsoft’s browsers called the
Compatibility View function [4]. This function is informed by an

Mozilla/5.0 (Android; U; Android 2.1; en-us;)\
AppleWebKit/525.10 (KHTML,like Gecko)

In other words, prior to April, the volume of this UA was backscatter.
By July 2015, this UA was among the top 100 worldwide. This event
was discovered during a routine manual review of data quality.

Figure 5: The daily volume of the Android User Agent anomaly of summer 2015.
This User Agent belongs to a device running Android version
2.1. As documented elsewhere6 , this version of Android was most
prevalent during 2010–2011. To summarize, the data showed a sudden large shift within the mobile space towards a browser version
that was four years out of date. Figure 5 documents the total daily
volume of this event.
This event was visible from the perspectives of publisher, brand
and ad network. Additionally, no single publisher, ad campaign or
other entity appeared to be a target of this traffic. Since comScore
also collects browser cookie information, we were able to follow
4 http://cvlist.ie.microsoft.com/edge/desktop/1432152749/edgecompatviewlist.xml
5 http://cvlist.ie.microsoft.com/IE11/1426178821/iecompatviewlist.xml
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Android_version_history
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Length

Edit
Dist

User agent

109
128

0
31

68
110
137

58
3
65

Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/57.0.2987.133 Safari/537.36
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; Win64; x64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/51.0.2704.79 Safari/537.36\
Edge/14.14393
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 6.1; WOW64; Trident/7.0; rv:11.0) like Gecko
Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 10.0; WOW64) AppleWebKit/537.36 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/57.0.2987.133 Safari/537.36
Mozilla/5.0 (iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 10_3_1 like Mac OS X) AppleWebKit/603.1.30 (KHTML, like Gecko) \
Version/10.0 Mobile/14E304 Safari/602.1

Table 1: The five most prevalent user agents seen on May 3 2017. The string length reports character count. The edit distance
reports the Levenshtein distance from the top-ranked User Agent. The top-ranked user agent from a month prior (April 5)
ranked 74th on May 3 and is not displayed.

the evolution of several cookies as they transitioned from a current
browser to the anomalous one and back again. This allowed for a
partial diagnosis of the the cause: the event appeared to be mostly
related to the Facebook app running on Samsung devices. Based
on this, we conjecture that a software misconfiguration released
in April 2015 by one of Samsung, Google or Facebook was the
underlying cause. A more precise diagnosis was not attempted since
the event, despite its large scale and obvious inaccuracy, appeared
benign.

5

RELATED WORK

The HTTP User-Agent string has been used in a number of prior
studies to estimate browser version populations, operating system version prevalence, and device populations, particularly mobile handheld devices, e.g., [13, 15, 19, 24]. These prior studies
have noted that their population estimates have appeared to be in
line with industry estimates, e.g., provided by such companies as
netmarketshare.com. Third party services such as udger.com and
deviceatlas.com provide UA string parsing libraries and device
catalogs to help companies track various subpopulations of visitors
to their websites. Maier et al. have also used the combination of UA
string and client IP address to identify multiple devices residing behind NAT devices [19]. We believe that our results can help inform
these string parsing libraries and device catalogs.
The UA string has been commonly used by servers to deliver
appropriately-sized content to mobile devices and other devices
with constrained screen sizes. This is so common that many web
application frameworks contain built-in capabilities for providing
different content variants, e.g., [1]. Some researchers have relied
on this behavior by spoofing the UA request header in order to
analyze differences in content delivered to mobile versus desktop
devices [21, 26].
RFC7231 recommends that a client should not use a UA string
with “needlessly fine-grained detail” [22] to avoid host fingerprinting, and prior studies have evaluated the potential for the UA string
to be used to identify users [7, 11, 27]. Yen et al. found that 60–70%
of users could be identified through the UA string [27], similar to
findings by Eckersley [11]. Our results complement and enhance
those of [27] in the following ways: (1) the long tail in observed UAs
that we see suggests users may be identified through the UA as the
earlier work showed, but (2) our analysis of the time-varying nature
of observed UAs suggests that anonymity sets evolve rapidly over

hours of the day and days of the week due to user behavior (shifting
from one device to another), software updates (e.g., rollout of a new
Chrome version), and browser behavior (e.g., Edge target-specific
behaviors).
Other studies have evaluated UA strings to detect the presence of
malware by using anomalies such as misspellings and inconsistent
information in HTTP headers (e.g., iOS and Flash) [14, 16, 23]. Kotov
and Massacci studied the source code of several exploit kits and
found that server-side malware used the UA string presented by
clients as a way to detect potentially vulnerable operating systems
and devices [17]; the exploit code would mimic an “innocent” site
if the UA indicated a non-vulnerable host.

6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Analysis of User Agent strings transferred during web transactions
offers a compelling perspective on understanding client systems in
the Internet. In this paper, we describe our study of UAs, which is
based on a corpus of over 1B UA strings collected over a period of
2 years by comScore. To conduct this study, we constructed a UA
parsing and analysis infrastructure that is robust to the wide variety
of strings in our data set. Our analysis of the general characteristics
of UA strings reveals that the most prevalent strings comprise
about 26% of all UAs and are composed of the expected instances of
popular platforms such as Google, Microsoft and Apple. We also find
that the rank-frequency distribution of strings is consistent with a
power law. Our analysis of the UAs observed at multiple time scales
indicates dynamic characteristics that can be explained by day-today user behavior and by periodic updates to hardware and software
platforms. Finally, we examine UA strings that have been identified
as anomalous or pertaining to unwanted or malicious activity. These
UA strings reveal that there are instances of unexpected anomalies.
In on-going work, we continue to expand and drill down in our
analyses. We expect this will reveal a variety of characteristics—
especially in the long tail of the data—that will improve analysis,
test and content negotiation capabilities.
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